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May 18, 2018  
 
Sent via email/eFile  
 

GVS&DD  EXEMPTION APPLICATION  
                                                              EXHIBIT A-4 

 
Ian Webb 
Legal Counsel 
Lawson Lundell LLP 
Suite 1600 Cathedral Place 
925 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, BC  V6C 3L2 
iwebb@lawsonlundell.com 
 
Re: Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District – Application for an order pursuant to 

section 88(3) of the Utilities Commission Act – Project Number 1598948 – Information Request 
 
Dear Mr. Webb: 
 
Further to the June 14, 2017 filing of the above noted application, enclosed please find British Columbia Utilities 
Commission Information Request No. 1. In accordance with the regulatory timetable established by Order  
G-79-18, please file your responses on or before Friday, June 8, 2018. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Original signed by: 
 
Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
 
/dg 
Enclosure 
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Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District 
Application for an Exemption from Part 3 of the Utilities Commission Act 

 
INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1 TO GREATER VANCOUVER SEWERAGE AND DRAINAGE DISTRICT 

 

 Reference: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS 1.0
Exhibit B-1 (Application), Section 3, p. 3 
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District’s (GVS&DD) Planned Effluent Heat 
Recovery Project  

On page 3 of the Application, GVS&DD states: 

In 2014 GVS&DD issued a request for qualifications and information to assess the level 
of interest in using heat recovery at the North Shore WWTP for off-site purposes. The 
Lonsdale Energy Corporation (“LEC”) was the sole qualified respondent. 

 
1.1 Please explain GVS&DD’s request for qualifications (RFQ) process. In your response please 

include key dates and timescales, advertisement strategies, number of responses from 
interested parties, mandatory requirements such as experience, facilities, proximity, 
certifications etc. and their respective weighting. 

1.1.1 Please discuss the success of the RFQ process given that LEC was found to be the ‘sole 
qualified respondent.’ 

1.1.1.1 Please elaborate on whether GVS&DD considered extending the timescales 
of the RFQ process to attract other qualified respondents. 

1.2 Please explain the next steps for the contract award process. Please include key dates and 
timelines 

 
On page 3 of the Application, GVS&DD states that the “North Shore WWTP is expected to be fully 
commissioned by June 2021.” 
 
1.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the Planned Effluent Heat Recovery Project (Project) 

will also be fully commissioned by June 2021.  

 Reference: PROPOSED EFFLUENT HEAT RECOVERY PROJECT 2.0
Exhibit B-1, Section 3, p. 3 
GVS&DD’s Planned Effluent Heat Recovery Project – Design and Operation 

On page 3 of the Application, GVS&DD states: 

The North Shore WWTP has the potential to be a net producer of energy. GVS&DD is 
looking at an opportunity to install equipment at the North Shore WWTP to recover  
heat from treated effluent, transfer the heat to a high temperature hot water loop, and 
supply this heat to a third-party district energy system via hot water supply and return 
pipelines.  
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2.1 Please provide the Project’s estimated installed capacity (MW) and energy generation (MWh). 

2.1.1 Please explain if the Project will meet the North Shore Wastewater Treatment Plant’s 
(WWTP) on-site energy demands.  

2.1.1.1 If so, please provide the estimated on-site demand and the proportion of 
which will be met by the Project. Please explain the source for any periods of 
energy deficit.  

2.1.1.2 If not, please explain how the North Shore WWTP’s energy demands will be 
met. 

2.1.2 Please provide LEC’s Mini-Plant #7’s (MP-7) demand and the proportion of which will be 
met by the Project. Please explain how GVS&DD and LEC would address periods of 
energy deficit or surplus.  

2.2 Please explain whether opportunities exist for the expansion of the Project to supply other 
service areas.  

2.2.1 Please discuss whether the design of the Energy Centre will allow for future expansion. 

2.3 Please provide an overview of the consultation process carried out in relation to this project (for 
example, how was the project advertised? How were invitations for participation in the 
consultation process sent out?) 

2.3.1 If no consultation process has been completed, please explain the reasons why. 

 
On page 3 of the Application, GVS&DD states: 

The equipment consisting of heat pumps, distribution pumps, pipes, control systems 
and related equipment would be contained in a separate room (the “Energy Centre”) in 
the operations and maintenance building on the North Shore WWTP site.  

 
2.4 Please provide an overview of the Project’s design and operation, including a Piping & 

Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID), if available. In your response please provide information on 
the following and identify the party responsible for the operation and maintenance of each 
aspect of the system: 

• Service areas (on-site, MP-7, expansion areas etc.); 
• Design parameters; 
• Heat recovery process; 
• Key equipment used; 
• Control methodology; 
• Metering; 
• Back-up systems; and 
• Method of integration with LEC’s MP-7. 

 
2.5 Please discuss the ownership and operation models for the Energy Centre and downstream 

distribution pipework that GVS&SS has considered, including the relative merits of each model. 

 
On page 4 of the Application, GVS&DD states: 

LEC’s existing Mini-Plant #7 (“MP-7”) is less than 1km from the site of the new North 
Shore WWTP, and would be the location at which the LEC system would connect to hot 
water supply and return pipes connected to the North Shore WWTP Energy Centre.  
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2.6 Please elaborate on the criteria used to select LEC’s MP-7 as the most suitable district energy 
system for connection to the North Shore WWTP Energy Centre. 

2.6.1 How many customers does LEC’s MP-7 currently serve? What is the anticipated increase 
in the number of customers over the course of the 20 year contract term?  

 Reference: PROPOSED EFFLUENT HEAT RECOVERY PROJECT 3.0
Exhibit B-1, Section 3, p. 5 
Capital Costs and operational costs  

On page 5 of the Application, GVS&DD states: 

• Thermal energy supplied to LEC to be metered 
• GVS&DD does not intend to profit beyond cost recovery 

 
3.1 Please provide the capital costs for the Project. 

3.2 Please provide the estimated annual operating and maintenance costs for the Project. 

3.3 Please provide a breakdown of the items included in the annual cost recovery. 

 Reference: PUBLIC INTEREST IN GRANTING THE EXEMPTION 4.0
Exhibit B-1, Section 5, p. 7 
Public interest in granting the exemption 

On page 7 of the Application, GVS&DD states: 

Although GVS&DD would fall within the UCA definition of "public utility", it should be exempt 
from public utility regulation because regulation would provide no public benefit. 
 

4.1 Please explain in detail how GVS&DD will deal with customer complaints. Specifically, address 
the following:  

4.1.1 If there is no process in place, please explain why. 

4.1.2 If a process has been developed, please provide that policy. Please include details of 
how complaints would be managed at various stages and how disputes would be 
resolved.  Also clarify who has the final decision making authority. 

4.1.3 Would GVS&DD consider it reasonable for the BCUC to include a provision to lift the 
exemption in response to a customer complaint against the utility? 

4.2 Please explain the extent to which ratepayers have recourse with GVS&DD and confirm in what 
ways GVS&DD is accountable to customers of the utility. 

4.3 Please provide a detailed breakdown of the rate setting model, including the process by which 
rates will be changed and updated. 
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